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 In earth dams, rapid drawdown is one of the important factors of instability and failure 

of these dams that in this case, the water inside the dam does not have enough time to 
drain and cause instability in the upstream slope. In this paper, the effect of different 

drains and placement of drain on the stability of homogeneous and non-homogeneous 

earth dam in rapid decline of reservoir was assessed. The results show that increasing 
the rate of water drawdown in the reservoir, drain reduces the pore water pressure and 

thus increases stability. In the case of using the chimney drain and horizontal drain in 

non-homogeneous earth dam, confidence coefficient will increase 20% compared with 
non drain dams and the dam stability will increase. Also, safety factor of chimney drain 

and  horizontal  drain  dams  are not  very different. Finally,  reviewing the various  

exposure modes of diagonal drain were identified including near the core and near the 
upper  crust that both modes will  decrease  pore water pressure but safety factor is 

greater for a mode in which drain is near core. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In addition to its significant benefits, earth dams contain potential hazard that may threaten people and the 

environment [1]. The mechanism of the collapse of the earth dam is highly related to the fluctuation of water 

level and its interaction to the soil material of the dam body [2]. 

Hence, analyzing the effect of the rising and lowering of reservoir water level to the seepage on the earth 

dam by considering the water level fluctuation, dam slope inclination and the type of soil composing the dam 

body is necessary [3]. 

The drawdown condition is a classical scenario in slope stability, which arises when totally or partially 

submerged slopes experience a reduction of the external water level. Rapid drawdown conditions have been 

extensively analyzed in the field of dam engineering because reservoir water levels fluctuate widely due to 

operational reasons [4]. 

In case of rapid drawdown, which represents the most critical condition, it is assumed that the pore water 

pressure within the embankment continues to reflect the original water level [5].  

The lag of the phreatic line depends on factors such as: permeability of soils, drawdown rate, drawdown 

ratio and slope gradient during rapid drawdown, the stabilizing effect of the water on the upstream face is lost, 

but the pore-water pressures within the embankment may remain high. As a result, the stability of the upstream 

face of the dam can be much reduced [6]. 

The dissipation of pore-water pressure in the embankment is largely influenced by the permeability and the 

storage characteristic of the embankment materials. Highly permeable materials drain quickly during rapid 

drawdown, but low permeability materials take a long time to drain [7]. 

When the countervailing upstream water pressure has disappeared, it causes a danger to the upstream slope. 

Soils inside the dam body remain saturated and seepage commences from it towards the upstream slope. 

Seepage and hydrodynamic pressures create downward forces acting on the upstream slope [8]. 

 Those are adverse to the stability and create a critical condition to the upstream slope. While the 

development of deep seated failure surfaces is possible, the effect on earthen side slopes is most commonly seen 

http://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/an-investigation-of-the-effect-of-epc-ratings-on-house-prices&sa=U&ei=TATJU4TpBeTH0QWI-4CAAw&ved=0CBcQFjAA&usg=AFQjCNFAog7E1NtW893wjy40znHN8Zwg0Q
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in the form of relatively shallow slope failures, which if left unattended lead to the gradual deterioration of the 

whole dam One of the most effective methods of dissipation of excess pore pressure and improvement of 

stability is use of upstream drains [9]. 

 These upstream drains are capable of draining the upstream slope and making the equipotential lines tend 

to become horizontal. They have a very significant effect on the stability of the upstream slope during rapid 

drawdown [10].  

In order to investigate the effect of drains on upstream slope stability during rapid drawdown condition, 

three different zoned dams is used as the experimental models for this study. So those in the first phases of 

article the Effect of horizontal and diagonal drain and in the second phase the effect of horizontal and Chimney 

drains on stability of homogeneous and non-homogeneous earth dams was investigated. More over at the last 

part the optimum diagonal drain location during rapid drawdown condition was determined. 

 

2. Effect of horizontal and diagonal drain on stability of homogeneous dam during rapid drawdown condition: 

In order to investigate the effect of horizontal drain on the earth dam, a sample dam is analyzed once with a 

horizontal drain upstream and once again horizontal, non- drain for water rapid drawdown and shear stresses of 

these dams are compared.  

Dam core is made of fine materials that are the clay and dam crust is silica sand that has low permeability. 

Drains include sand and gravel with uniform grain sizes, also dam foundation is made of clay sand and dam 

different zones’ parameters are presented in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Specification of Material Properties   

Permeability 
(m/day) 

Dilatancy (°) 
Cohesion 
(Kpa) 

Friction 
angel (°) 

Poisson 
Ratio 

Young 

modulus 

(Mpa) 

Density 
(Kg/m3) 

Dam segment 

0.001 4 58 18.6 0.4 25 1800 Core 

0.2 7 15 31.6 0.35 38 1850 Crust 

10000 8 0.1 32.8 0.3 140 1900 Drain 

0.4 6 32 24.4 0.33 1000 1950 Foundation 

0.0 6 35 27 0.3 1200 2000 Cut off 

 

Dam geometry for both horizontal and without drain is shown in Figure 1. ABAQUS software was used to 

analyze rapid drawdown of water in dams with intended features; this software is capable of dual-time function 

analysis such as consolidation or rapid drawdown.  

For dam analysis, two-dimensional model is used assuming plane strain conditions. Dam height is 70 

meters from surface and toe of dam width is 395 meters.  

Width above dam crest above the crown equals to 10 meters and dam core width at base equals to 59 meters 

and above the core equal to 10 meters. Flat balance of horizontal drain is 30.5 meters from surface and drain 

thickness is 3 meters. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Typical cross section of Dam with and without horizontal drain at upstream 
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It is assumed in this analysis that dam structure is constructed entirely and dam reservoir is filled to the 

normal level. The vertical distance between normal level of water in the reservoir and the ground surface is 

considered 65 m. After full filling the reservoir, transient continues in dam until pore water pressure reaches 

steady state. After performing this analysis, the rapid drawdown analysis in the reservoir is performed after the 

end of previous steady state. 

The results of the analyses show that shear stresses range for 36 meters drawdown of reservoir level in 18 

days for horizontal non-drain upstream dam at distal area of toe of dam in upper crust is significantly more than 

the shear stresses in the same dam area with horizontal drain upstream. Shear stress values of this area in dam 

with horizontal drain upstream are between 600 Kpa to 700 KPa, and for non drain dam is 75 KPa to 900 KPa. 

In central and near the core areas in the upper crust it can be seen that in horizontal drain upstream, shear 

stress of mentioned areas is more for dam horizontal non drain upstream. Shear stress in most border areas 

between the core and crust with drain is between 100KPa to 300 KPa while shear stress for dam horizontal non 

drain upstream in the upper two-thirds is 0KPa to 100 KPa and in the lower one-third of the area is 100KPa to 

300KPa. 

Diagonal downstream drain of two dams has the same shear stress range and stress range is between 0KPa 

and 750KPa. Shear stress distribution of diagonal downstream drain of two dams is approximately the same, 

however, greater shear stresses are observed for diagonal downstream drain than the adjacent points in 

downstream core and crust. This is due to the use of high quality materials with better resistance parameters in 

the construction of drain than drain adjacent materials in the core and crust. According to the high stiffness of 

drain materials than the adjacent materials in the crust and core of this area, it endures greater shear stresses 

caused by hydrostatic tension of water. 

Range of shear stresses in upper crust diagonal drain is wide. This range is variable from 100KPa to 

1100KPa. Range of shear stress in the lower one-third of diagonal drain is from 800KPa to 1100KPa, in the 

middle one- third is from 500KPa to 800 KPa and in top one-third is from 100Kpa to 500KPa. 

Range of shear stresses in the lower crust is almost the same for both dams and both dams in downstream 

crust experience shear stress from 0KPa to 100KPa. However, the shear stress distribution in the downstream 

crust is different for both dams. In downstream crust with horizontal drain, farther from border with downstream 

diagonal drain, the more will increase shear stress, but in dam horizontal upstream non drain, the area near the 

outer surface of the downstream crust is exposed to higher shear stresses. 

Horizontal downstream drains of two dams have the same range of shear stress from 0 KPa to 250 Kpa but 

the stress distribution is different for both dams. Horizontal downstream drain of dam with upstream drain has 

similar behavior of downstream crust, and the farther from border with diagonal drain toward the outer surface 

of the dam, the more will increase shear stress. Shear stresses on horizontal downstream drain of the dam non 

drain will decrease in areas relatively near the outer surface of drain of adjacent areas, but will increase again in 

areas adjacent to surface. 

Shear stress distribution in foundation of two dams beneath downstream crust is almost identical. But there 

are differences in the range and distribution of shear stress under crust areas especially in the left half. Shear 

stress rate of 40 to 70 feet depth of this area at the dam with horizontal upstream drain is less than the dam non 

drain.  

Shear stresses range in the core of dam with horizontal upstream drain increases to 300 KPa. The maximum 

amount of this stress in the core upstream non drain is 250KPa. The maximum shear stress is observed in the 

dam with drain in areas adjacent to diagonal upstream drain and in dam non drain in areas adjacent to diagonal 

downstream drain. 

 

3. Effect of horizontal and Chimney drains on stability of non-homogeneous dam during rapid drawdown 

condition: 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the drain system on the stability of non-homogeneous earth dam, 

discharging the water reservoir level is considered 15 m in a period of thirty days, and rapid discharge of 

reservoir event in non-homogeneous earth dam is simulated in three modes regardless of considering drain, with 

horizontal drain, with chimney drain using the simultaneous analysis of pore water pressure stress by finite 

element software of Geo-studio. 

Modeled dams are the same in terms of type, height, slope, and materials and the only difference of them is 

in the number, thickness and type of upstream crust. 

In this study, it is assumed that the width of valley is large and the size of two dimensions of width and 

height of dam is modeled smaller than third dimension that is length of dam. Dam height is 50 meters from 

foundation and toe of the dam width is 210 meters, also, the dam crest width is considered 10 meters.  

Downstream and upstream slopes are identical and 1:2, in this model, we have tried that the most critical 

mode to be considered for slope. Clay dam core and gravel dam crust is considered with high permeability.  

In this study, non-homogeneous earth dam parameters are modeled and are given in Table 2 that has been 

selected based on codes, considering crisis critical conditions. 
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The initial level of reservoir water height is 86 meters relative to the foundation floor, that is reduced 15 

meters during 1 month, water level decrease is considered half a meter linearly and for every day.  

 
Table 2: Specification of design parameters   

Permeability 

(cm/s) 

Cohesion 

(Kpa) 

Friction 

angel (°) 

Poisson 

Ratio 
Young modulus (Mpa) 

Density 

((KN/m3 
Dam segment 

1.15×10-4 5 30 0.4 50 20 Crust 

1.15×10-5 5 37 0.3 400 23 Foundation 

1.15 0.3 36 0.3 100 21 Drain 

1.15×10-7 10 10 0.33 10 20 Core 

 

Geo studio software is used to analyze the changes in pore water pressure, stresses and strains, from the 

beginning, in which the reservoir level is at steady state and until the transient flow continues until thirtieth day.  

In double pore water stress- pressure analysis, pore water stress and pressure values are obtained based on 

the finite element method. In the latter case, the dam with chimney drain is investigated, which has a chimney 

upstream drain with 2 m thickness. For the third case, earth dams with three horizontal drains are investigated. 

Installed horizontal upstream drains have a length of 28 m, thickness of 2 m and the distance of 12 m. Finite 

element gridding is shown in Fig 2 for dams with horizontal and chimney drains 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2: Mesh of dams with Horizontal and Chimney drains 

 

Safety Factor of upstream slope is obtained in three cases, after discharging the reservoir water level in four 

finite element methods of Sigma, Spencer, Bishop and Janbu, that is based on Limit Equilibrium Method. Much 

difference cannot be seen in the results obtained with different methods. The results obtained by the Sigma finite 

element method are more reliable because the compatibility of deformations are considered. Comparing three 

modes are shown in Figures 3 to 6. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Comparison of safety factor according to Sigma Finite Element Method 
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In general, considering investigated cases, it can be said that reservoir rapid discharge leads to decreased 

stability of earth dam, especially in the upstream slope of the dam. Conducted studies, in three cases show that 

to what extent drain can lower pore water pressure and can increase the dam of safety factor. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Comparison of safety factor according to Spencer Finite Element Method 

 

 
Fig. 5: Comparison of safety factor according to Bishop Finite Element Method 

 

 
Fig. 6: Comparison of safety factor according to Janbu Finite Element Method 
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By comparing the changes of safety factor in three modes including with chimney drain and horizontal 

drain and non drain, the effect of drain on upstream slope stability we can say that dam stability considering 

horizontal drains and chimney drains is about 20% higher than drain stability non drain.  

While, the obtained safety factor from dam with chimney drain and horizontal drain does not differ and 

only the dam stability with chimney drain is about 20% better than horizontal drain. It should be noted that in 

using drains, with different layouts, different conclusions can be reached and optimal mode for drain location is 

obtained. 

 

4. Effect of diagonal drain location on stability of earth dam during rapid drawdown condition: 
In this section, the effect of diagonal drain location is investigated in discharging and reducing pore water 

pressure in a rapid discharge of the reservoir and its effect on the upstream slope stability. Three parts of earth 

dam is modeled in the case of non drain, drain near and drain near upstream crust by Slope/w software and 

stability analysis is done on them by this software and finally, according to the results the impact of diagonal 

drain location is discussed on stability number.  

Dam height is about 78 meters and the dam crest length is 838 m and dam crest width is about 12 meters. 

Soil mechanical properties of the dam components are shown in Table 3. 

  
Table 3: Material properties 

Cohesion (Kpa) Friction angel (°) 
Saturated Unite weight  

(KN/m3) 

Unite weight 

((KN/m3 
Dam segment 

0 42 22 21 Crust 

0 29 24 23 Foundation 

0 15 20 19 Drain 

11 17 20 19 Core 

 

In the first model, the drain location is near the dam core and in the second model; the drain is near the dam 

upstream crust. In another model, earth dam section non drain is analyzed and modeled in the conditions that the 

water level is in the maximum height of dam and in the maximum permitted depth. 

In all of the above models, after simulation and analysis of program by Slop/ W program in Bishop Method, 

the confidence coefficient number of upstream slope stability is compared and evaluated that  is calculated 

through the different placements of diagonal drain 

 

4.1. Non drain earth dam: 

This section is lack of diagonal drain and is modeled assuming flood conditions and the maximum water 

level of dam height that is depth of 54 meters above water level. Two cases are modeled for above section, in 

the first case; the water level is modeled in the maximum depth and in the second case, is modeled in the normal 

depth. 

In all three models of this case, the slip surfaces cut foundation that are compound slips and have occurred 

in this model. According to the results, the obtained confidence coefficient for this case that is non drain section 

has the average of 1.954 and the average of pore water pressure is 851.87. 

 

4.2. Diagonal drain near the core: 

In this section, diagonal drain is placed near (adjacent) dam core. Drain has a thickness of 4.5 m and a slope 

of 72-degree and drain length equals to 78 m and at the lower part of dam is connected to horizontal drain for 

discharge. 

Firstly, the water level is mapped assuming the flood conditions at maximum allowable depth and then is 

transferred during rapid discharge process from this level to normal level and other levels. The maximum 

allowable and normal depth of water equals to 50 and 46 m. 

Now assuming the drawdown of water level to 2 m per day, the water level is lowered for next levels after 

analyzing in the normal depth. It can be stated that the of safety factor obtained for this case of diagonal drain 

placement is 2.263 averagely and pore water pressure is 344.678 averagely. 

This mean relative to of safety factor value shows 14 percent increase in the dam stability of non drain 

model, however, the amount of pore water pressure shows 60% reduction and of safety factor of stability shows 

45 percent increase compared to a model where the drain place is near to the upper crust and the amount of pore 

water pressure does not show significant changes. 

 

4.3. Diagonal drain near the upstream crust: 

In this model, the diagonal drain is located near the upper crust and thickness of drain is 4.5 m and slope 

and drain length is 128 meters. In this model, like the diagonal model near the core and with the same conditions 

of the water level, it was mapped; firstly assuming the flood conditions in the maximum allowable depth and 
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then rapidly it was transferred and modeled from one level to another and other levels during rapid drawdown 

process.  

It can be stated that the safety factor of this diagonal drain mode is averagely 1.256 and pore water pressure 

is 341.983 averagely. This mean shows 36% reduction relative to of safety factor of dam stability in non drain 

model and its pore water pressure also shows a 60% reduction and of safety factor in this case is reduced 45% 

compared to drain model near the core and the amount of pore water pressure does not show significant 

changes. 

In the case of diagonal drain at upstream slopes, only the pore water pressure in the upper area of drain is 

appeared or in other words in the confined space between the drain and the upstream crust, and the water inside 

body upon reaching the drain area is discharged immediately, then drain is effective and enclosed in The space 

defined between the drain and upstream crust. 

Although the amount of upstream slope stability in non drain cases is greater than amount of stability in the 

case of drain near upstream core and shows 36 per cent increase, but because of drain presence in all upstream 

areas of dam, the slip surfaces are very large, bulky and deeper in non drain cases so that dam will damage 

totally and irreparably due to slip, but in the cases where drain is located near the upstream range, since the 

drain is enclosed in the space between drain and upstream crust outer body and as soon as it reaches drain, is 

quickly discharged and has small, shallow slip surface and degradation is lower. 

 

Conclusion: 

Earth dam, as one of the most important earth structures is exposed to constant instability due to reservoir 

water level fluctuation. The rapid drawdown of reservoir level that is a special case of water level fluctuation in 

the reservoir, affects permeability, seepage and stability of dam because of sequential changes in saturation 

degree of earth dam core, and causes the dam failure. Studies show that drainage of earth dams has significant 

role in dam stability. 

According to what was discussed in this article, in dams that crust materials have less permeability, using 

horizontal drains in upstream can enhance safety factor of the dam stability. These drains help stability increase 

during sudden changes in water level of the reservoirs by considerable decrease in shear stresses at toe of the 

dam in the upstream crust. 

If the pore water pressure is decreased in the drains and their efficiency will improve and as a result safety 

factor will increase in the dam stability. According to studies when the reservoir water drawdown rate increases, 

drains impact on upstream crust pore water pressure reduction and finally, dam stability will increase. 

Analyses indicate that Pore water pressures has the highest amount when the water level is in maximum 

height of dam has and decreasing water depth and water level drawdown will decrease the amount of pore water 

pressure. 

The results of the models analysis indicate that in both cases of diagonal drain placement, while confining 

drain space in dam body, all drain and pore water pressure completely and simultaneously will be amortized by 

decrease of reservoir water level. Stability analyses in the core near drain mode show that safety factor of 

upstream slope stability is more efficient and slip surfaces have low density and damage compact is less. 
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